
Attention of Ian Currie 

Fuel-Guard UK Ltd 

Re- Narrowboat ‘Duchess’ 

Dear Sir,          March 2016
  

Just thought that you would like to know how pleased I am with the performance and quality of the 
Fuel-Guard diesel filter product. Our traditional Narrowboat did not have a Main/Primary filter 
installed, only the standard engine one like many Narrowboats and canal/river craft I guess.  

We purchased this product after spending a huge amount of time and good money draining 200 
litres of fuel, then cleaning/wiping out the fuel tank manually and triple filtering the fuel, separating 
the water and rubbish out, then filtering it all over again 3 or 4 times until completely clean and 
refilled back into the tank. We did not want to risk any future contamination getting into the engine 
system whilst cruising on the rivers, so after much research we decided on the Fuel-Guard and 
purchased the filter unit after a strong recommendation from Calcutt Boats Ltd. 

On inspection, the products great strengths are its quality of manufacture, simplicity of installation 
and ease of cleaning, if there is a better product for filtering diesel out there, I have yet to see it! 

Additionally, I should mention that another perhaps less seen strength, is the back up and customer 
service provided by the founder and owner of the company Ian Currie, he really backs his product 
and will support any customer with excellent after-sales service.  I know that because when we 
needed an alternative left-handed filter head to suit our tanks fuel pipe configuration, Ian had one 
made up for us, now that is exceptional service by any measure! 

I wish Ian and his company the very best success in cleaning up literally in the diesel filter market! 

All narrowboats and marine craft should have one of these filters fitted to avoid dangerous and 
costly breakdowns caused by poor quality diesel fuel from contaminated supply tanks. 

Please use this testimonial as you wish to support your fantastic product. 

Yours Sincerely. 

Peter Stanley 

 

 


